
GOOD
CYBERSECURITY 

Any malicious actor will at one point 
need to move data

NEWS

into the network

out of the network

or within the network

ForeNova is a US-based cybersecurity specialist offering affordable and comprehensive 

Network Detection and Response (NDR) to mid-sized companies to efficiently mitigate 

damage from cyber threats and minimize business risks. 
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Find illegitimate network traffic and 
you are on the right track

Opportunity

NOTES
BAD CYBERSECURITY

Zero Day Threats are often invisible to existing 

cybersecurity tools

IoT devices, unm
anaged or 

private devices and forgotten 

virtual m
achines or containers 

create security blindspots

Supply Chain Attacks appear 

legitimate

Hackers identify and exploit 

vulnerabilities

NEW
S

NDR Detects Any 
Suspicious 
Network Traffic

Why is NDR Only Being Used by 
Large Enterprises Today?

NovaCommand. Making NDR Accessible and Manageable for 
Every Company

Based on meta-
data and logs

Using network
sensors

Without agents nor 
other changes in 
the network

CHANGE

Willing and able to
deal with loads of false positives 

… endless attack surface … provide 
any manpower needed

… how much
they have
to lose

… pay any price 
for tools
that help

Aware of … Willing to …

Accelerates response 
with Endpoint Protection, 
Firewall, SIEM and EDR

Models normal 
behavior of network 

traffic

Eliminates false 
positives 

Mitigates 
attacks in near 
real-time

Eliminates blind
spots in the network

Integration

Default response Artificial Intelligence

Auto-Detection

Automated Correlation
of Events

Identifies root 
cause

Makes cybersecurity 
understandable 

Visualization

Machine Learning

BAD CYBERSECURITY

Zero Day Threats are often invisible to existing 
cybersecurity tools

IoT devices, unmanaged or 
private devices and forgotten 
virtual machines or containers 
create security blindspots

Supply Chain Attacks appear 
legitimate

Hackers identify and exploit 
vulnerabilities

NEWS

What is Network 
Detection and Response?


